
 

Many of the most popular songs today were actually written for films, with their lyrics and melodies serving as a soundtrack to specific scenes. But there was always a visible gap between the song as it is now and the film that everyone loved — until T Pain came along. T-Pain has released an album consisting of fifteen remakes of popular songs from Hollywood films. As opposed to just taking any old
song and injecting it with aspects relevant to the scene, he uses his unique rap stylings and attitude-heavy verses to craft an original work of art from these classics. To give the feeling of being in these scenes, he re-recorded the songs with band instruments, orchestral elements and even a choir. In addition to the music, he also supplied a voice for each song that acted as a guide or director to help bring
out the individuality of each scene. The album begins with four tracks from T-Pain's 2005 album "Rise" ("Superman," "In Da Club," "Starships," and his signature song "I'm Sprung," which was featured in several commercials), followed by a series of six tracks from his 2006 album "Epiphany" ("Mr. Roboto," "Look at Me Now," "So Gone," and his No. 1 hit "Can't Believe It,"). The second section
begins with four tracks from his 2007 album "The Epiphany" ("Bartender," "Buy You a Drank (Shawty Snappin'), "OK, It's Alright With Me," and his No. 1 hit "Church"). This section continues with four more tracks from the same album ("Bottoms Up," "(Oh No) Take Your Time" and his signature song and No. 1 hit "Low") and concludes with two tracks from his upcoming 2010 album
"rEVOLVEr" ("Up Down (Do This All Day)" and the DJ Khaled track "I'm So Hood"). "The T-Pain Effect: Special Edition" is a remix album containing a combination of the songs from the original album, remixed versions of T-Pain's signature songs and overall better versions of his hit songs.

T-Pain released an EP entitled "" in 2007 that contained six new tracks plus six older works that had been recorded under other titles. This collection contains a combination of music from "The Epiphany" and his next album, "rEVOLVEr.", as well as two other tracks from his earlier albums. It also includes a song called "What You Like," which originally appeared on Nappy Boy Entertainment
founder Nelly's 2006 release "Suit". The EP was released exclusively on iTunes and many fans who did not download the album were angry because they could not find these six tracks anywhere else. However, two of the songs ("O.O.M. (Oh, Oh, Mind)" and "I'm Sprung Remix") did surface on YouTube and caused a lot of controversy for unknown reasons. The unofficial remix to T-Pain's song "Best
Love Song" features Chris Brown singing the chorus instead of T-Pain.

In this album, you can hear his hit single from his album "rEVOLVEr", "I'm 'n Luv (Wit a Stripper)" in a radio mix version where there is no DJ in it.
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